The topic is a fundamental question for lexicographic theory and practice: the concept of dictionary usage. In a Festschrift for Siegfried Grosse The discussion is highly relevant. Since 1977, Wiegand has developed a comprehensive theory of lexicography. One of the cornerstones is the concept of dictionary usage which has recently been criticised and rejected by Bergenholtz and Tarp (2002; 2003) . Mentrup was the first to put his finger on the Achilles' heel of Wiegand's theory but, sadly, his comments never had an impact on subsequent lexicographical debates, perhaps because of Wiegand's angry reply or because Mentrup withdrew from the debate. Wang (2001) , for example, writes that "in spite of Mentrup's critique", she considers "Wiegand's types of dictionary usage situations to be meaning-
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Mentrup's critique
Mentrup's starting point is found in Wiegand's definition of a "dictionary usage situation". This definition was put forward in a lecture (Wiegand 1982) and can be traced in some of Wiegand's other publications of the period, e.g . Wiegand 1977a; 1977b . It has only been changed slightly in Wiegand's recent works (e.g.1998: 825) . In order to show that Mentrup was familiar with Wiegand's thinking and in order to present the chronology, we here present the debate by means of Mentrup's articles. In his article, Mentrup (1984) cited Wiegand as follows:
"A dictionary usage situation occurs when a person with a specific question resorts to a dictionary in order to get an answer to his question. Dictionary usage situations can be assigned to types. The systematic knowledge of such types is important for the foundation of a pragmatically based theory of lexi- The quotation illustrates how dictionary usage situations are crucial to Wiegand's lexicographical theory. Mentrup turns his attention to Wiegand's definition of dictionary articles as "contra-conflictive texts" that help the user to avoid "word-related disruptions" in text understanding "prophylactically" or, when they occur, to "overcome" them (Wiegand Worlds of Words -A tribute to Arne Zettersten 25 1977a) . Mentrup goes on to show that Wiegand's typology of dictionary usage situations can be subdivided into situations that occur a) "due to an actual communication conflict" and b) "irrespective of an actual communication conflict" (144). The former, i.e. the "actual communication conflict", can be related to either "text reading" or "text production" (144) and both can be subdivided into various types (146), e.g. communication conflicts related to text production:
• as regards semantics
• as regards grammar
• as regards phonetics/accent
• as regards orthography
• as regards hyphenation
• as regards etymology
• as regards pragmatics
It is interesting that Mentrup does not doubt that these categories constitute real problems in terms of communication conflicts related to text reading or text production. We shall return to this issue below.
Mentrup proceeds to discuss a systematisation of situations in which people use a monolingual dictionary. His discussion is based on fourteen questions formulated by Wiegand (1977a Wiegand ( , 1977b and he calls his systematisation "w-questions" (from German: wer, wann, wo, warum, wie, wozu, etc.):
• who (academics, foreigners, etc.)
• when or in which situation (questions about language and objects, knowledge, etc.)
• where (at school, during studies, at work, in the library, etc.)
• why (because there is a word-related disruption of understanding)
• how (how frequent, how systematic, with assistance)
• which monolingual dictionary • with what effect (Mentrup 1984:149) It goes without saying that the very nature of these questions -and the corresponding ones posed by Wiegand himself -is crucial to an understanding of what is meant by the term "dictionary usage situation" as defined by Wiegand. Mentrup quotes Wiegand, who emphasises the need to develop a "sociology of the dictionary user" because "we know too little about who ... becomes a dictionary user and in what situation." (Wiegand 1977b: 61) . However, no such sociology exists -nor did it exist at the time.
According to Mentrup, Wiegand (1977b) "the systematic selection of classes of information that can be found in dictionaries. It is assumed that the 'dictionary usage situations systematically correlate with dictionary entries' (Wiegand 1982: 41) ." (Our translation) [die systematische Sichtung der Klassen von Informationen, die in Wörter-búchern zu finden sind. Es ist ein Ansatz, der 'WbBS' systematisch mit Wör-terbucheinträgen korreliert' (Wiegand 1982:41) .] (Mentrup 1984:151) Mentrup's conclusion concerning the nature of dictionary usage situations described by Wiegand is therefore:
"The classes of information given in existing dictionaries can be arranged according to the notion of the language system that the practical lexicographer implements in his dictionary or which the theoretical lexicographer deduces from it or supplies himself. This means that the typology of dictionary usage situations presented by Wiegand is an aposterori systematisation and a language-system-related construct and therefore falls short of its intention ... falling short because the deduced phenomena are in effect not dictionary usage situations, but classes of dictionary information; the questions are not Mentrup explicitly rejects an approach that takes dictionary usage situations as the starting point for lexicographical theory. Instead, he suggests that the theoretical work should start one step prior to this:
"I believe that you should not start with the intangible dictionary usage situations but -as it were one level below -with language-related disruptions in language use situations." (Our translation)
[Ich meine, man sollte nicht von den nicht greifbaren Benutzungssituationen ausgehen, sondern -sozusagen eine Stufe tiefer -von sprachbedingten Stö-rungen in Sprachbenutzungssituationen.] (Mentrup 1984:160) In some of the "language use situations" mentioned by Mentrup, a "language problem situation" may emerge. Such a "language problem" can be solved in various ways, for instance by consulting a dictionary, an act that generates a "dictionary usage situation". Accordingly, Mentrup suggests that Wiegand's "dictionary usage situation" should be replaced by the "language problem situation" as the point of departure for lexicographical research and theory. In many ways this methodological approach anticipates the modern theory of lexicographical functions (see Tarp 2002, 2003) . 
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One gets the impression that Mentrup's critique hit a nerve with Wiegand, which is surprising as one would expect a renouned scholar like Wiegand, to be used to critical comments. And even more so because Wiegand sometimes uses the same argumentation strategy as Mentrup, e.g. in Wiegand (2001) .
Wiegand maintains his definition of a dictionary usage situation and claims that Mentrup is incapable of distinguishing between a dictionary usage situation and classes of information in dictionaries He does so in a way that is not at all "obliging": (Wiegand 1985: 30) On the following pages, Wiegand breaks a butterfly on a wheel in that he proves that his "usage situations" are not "classes of information" which he alleges Mentrup has said. Wiegand puts forward various arguments to support this claim, first of all that he does not mean "dictionary usage situation" when he writes "dictionary usage situation", but "type of dictionary usage situation". On this basis, a typology of usage situations can be extracted from the type of data:
"Types of questions ... can, of course, be extracted from types of data, and for this very reason, this is a useful exercise because it shows that there are various types for questions to each type of data. A lexicographer (when he plans a dictionary or compiles a dictionary article) ... should not 'anticipate' (Wiegand 1985: 30) Wiegand then convincingly shows that such a methodology is a precondition for creating a theoretical framework for future empirical research on dictionary usage situations, i.e. to make a pre-draft [VorEntwurf] and preliminary hypotheses for the empirical work. He also states that he considers his typology of usage situations to be exactly such a pre-draft (1985: 33 
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Comments
Mentrup proposed that lexicographical research should not start with dictionary usage situations, but "as it were, one level below -with language-related disruptions in language use situations" (Mentrup 1984: 160) . In his response (and elsewhere), Wiegand repeatedly acknowledges that his dictionary usage situations refer to language users with specific types of problems in specific types of situation, but he never draws the proper conclusions of this recognition of the problems "one level below".
No matter what kind of argument he uses, his types of dictionary usage situations are mainly reconstructions of types of lexicographical data in existing dictionaries. If this were not so, it would be very difficult to understand how he can assign problems regarding etymology to communication conflicts in terms of text production. No one who wants to produce a German text and does not know how to say "horse" [Pferd] in German will be interested in knowing the word's etymology, at least not for text production purposes, although it might be to acquire knowledge which belongs to a totally different type of "user situation" according to our typology (Bergenholtz and Tarp 2003) . Such a conclusion could be reached by deduction, i.e. without any empirical survey of social situations in which there are problems that can be solved only by means of dictionaries.
As mentioned, Wiegand is not unaware of this. His distinction between dictionary usage situations triggered by an "actual communication con-flict" and those arising "irrespective of such a conflict" could -especially if he had paid proper attention to Mentrup's criticism -have led to concepts such as "communication-orientated" and "knowledge-orientated" user situations which are two fundamental elements in the modern theory of lexicographical functions. Wiegand preferred to create an arbitrary linguistic-philosophical division of the world into language and extralinguistic matter, a division that is still an obstruction to an understanding of the real problems in processes that lead to dictionary usage situations (see Bergenholtz and Tarp 2003) .
Wiegand sticks to his "dictionary usage situations" as the basis for empirical research on lexicography. In so doing, he is caught in a vicious circle: Some persons may never or only rarely use dictionaries, others may only look for the answers they expect to find in it, some questions may never be posed, and others again may be asked in the wrong way, etc. The real needs of users or potential users can never be established by this procedure. In some senses, you would once more and through a number of mediations have to do with a reconstruction of the lexicographic data incorporated in already existing dictionaries. If there is such a thing as bad dictionary culture -and indeed there is -this bad culture will inevitably be reflected in the results. If one only poses questions about dictionary usage, one will only get answers like those in the closed questions in the questionnaires of the commercial publishing houses. They produce dictionaries for commercial purposes and, therefore, they often conceive them so that users with a poor dictionary culture feel that the dictionaries meet their needs. This makes for inbreeding and inhibits innovation. This is the inevitable outcome of a practice that pays excessive attention to the study of existing dictionaries and does not attempt to introduce new concepts and new dictionary cultures. It is, in other words, poor lexicography.
